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Abstract 
It is almost impossible for online activities being without fraud. Online ads face a major threat represents by fake 
clicks which happen because of bots or some mischievous people. Several studies have solved the problem using 
machine learning algorithms. Some of them have solved only the problem of automatic click fraud (which 
carried out using bot), to classify physical or bot click. While many recent researches have detected click fraud 
problem in spite of clicks type. This paper presents a survey of methods used to detect fraud clicks on ads. It 
presents advantages, as well as disadvantages of each method, in general, Most recent studies in this field, have 
focused on features preprocessing before classification, because of the problems’ type which imposed existence 
many related features and this may lead to overfitting. So the solution is applying dimensional reduction 
algorithms, to get better results and avoid overfitting.      
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1. Introduction 
After the big explosion in technology, and the rapid flow of web activities, online advertisements become more 
relevant in the advertisement market, even that nowadays there is no way to browse the internet without 
observing them (Ratliff 2010). Most advertisers or advertising companies prefer online ads because of its 
relatively inexpensive, reaches a wide audience, and more targeted audience (Deshwal 2016). Consequently, in 
recent years it has gradually been adopted. . In this industry, there are several pricing models, currently, pay per 
click is dominating the market (Zhang 2008). This model involves four parties: The user who views the ad, the 
advertiser who creates his/her ad and tries to be displayed on a publisher’s website/application, the advertising 
networks, which represents coordinator between publisher and advertiser, and the publisher who invests his/her 
website or application to get revenue (Oentaryo 2014) (Daswani 2008). 
To understand how does click fraud happen, we must know that it can be carried automatically or manually. 
 Automatically: click fraud happens using bots, (bots are computer programs simulates a human activity) 
using to do illegal tasks over the network (Wang 2010). In our case, these bots are programmed to 
repeatedly click advertisements. However, it’s easier to detect than the manual one. 
 Manually: It is carried out by humans, like click farms (people are working as advertisements clickers 
to gain money) (Xu 2014). 
In some cases, fraud clicks may be competition clicks, when unethical advertisers make numerous clicks on 
a competitor’s ad to deplete his budget, or forced click as ads covering content that lead users to click on ads 
without giving an opportunity to them (Pechuán 2014). Anyway, As ad clicks increase, the publisher's profit 
increases that may encourage dishonest publishers to generate fake clicks on their websites/apps. In this case, 
advertiser spends more money without any interest in his ad, so this poses a major threat to the online advertising 
industry, it also will destroy the trust between publisher and advertiser (Taneja 2015). So we must find a solution 
to this growing problem. In this paper, we review the effect of feature engineering and dimensionality reduction 
to develop a new approach solving the problem of malicious clicks in advertisements. The remainder of our 
paper is organized as follows, we mention some statistics in Section II. After that we survey related work in 
Section III and Section IV to explain what is feature engineering and dimensionality reduction and why we need 
them in this problem. We present our proposed system in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper with the 
impact of used features preprocessing besides classification algorithms.  
 
2. Statistic of Pay Per Click Advertising and Click Fraud 
Digital advertisements attract more fraudsters to do illegal activities and gain money through fraud clicks, which 
negatively effect on this market and make advertisers annoyed from this industry. Despite these troubles, PPC 
has gained popularity as a dynamic online ads model (Asdemir 2012). 
 A Washington Post article reminded that around 40% of online ads in 2006 were PPC model. Estimates 
indicated that the attribution grew more than 50% in 2007 and it became approximately 60% in 2008. In 
general, the percentage of malicious clicks is hard to determine, most researchers estimate that 10-20% 
of ad clicks are fake (Kshetri 2010). 
 Many researches and reports have indicated to the source of fake clicks, oftentimes “click farms” are 
based in developing countries, Times of India (May 3, 2004) and New York Times (May 12, 2009) 
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mention that there are groups of people responsible for click fraud operations, most of them from the 
following countries : South Africa, Albania, Brazil, Mexico, Angola, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Botswana, 
Mongolia, Egypt, Algeria, Sudan, Ukraine and other former Soviet Union economies, Nepal, Honduras, 
Vietnam, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, Syria, Lebanon, and many others (Kshetri 2010). However, 
malicious clicks problem is increasing worldwide,and according to statistics, it becames necessary to 
take preventative measures to protect online ads. 
 
3. Literature Review 
Click fraud in Pay_Per_Click model represents a big threat on online ads, as this problem increases, ads network 
have developed their own systems to detect fraud and reimburse users who endure from fraudulent clicks like 
Google AdWords. This problem has been solved using classification algorithms, but there is a gap to detect 
duplicate clicks in real world, it’s still a constant hard conflict. Iqbal et la (2016) presented a technique for 
detecting automated clicks from the user side, using five classification algorithms SVM, 2KNN, 5KNN, C4.5, 
Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, they created HTTP request trees to generate features and used machine learning to 
detect ad requests. They achieved high accuracy, with tolerable false positive rate of all the captured network 
traffic. Taneja et la (2015) proposed a unique system to classify fraudulent publishers in mobile advertising using 
Hellinger Distance Decision tree algorithm and Recursive Feature elimination RFE (selection method to get the 
best features through removing the weak one after each step). RFE was used to generate valuable attributes 
before classification, and it gave better results compared to wrapper methods. They also compared five 
classification algorithms (Logitboost, REP tree, Random forest, J48 and HDDT) with applying both different 
types of selection methods (wrapper and filter) to get the most important features from the dataset. The result 
achieved  from RFE+HDDT, was the best compared to other used algorithms.              
Mouawi et la (2018) built a system to classify malicious publishers, Trusted by advertisers and advertising 
networks, through adding a new party to manage the process of click fraud detection,  this system collects click 
data from advertising network and user activity data from advertiser then combine them to get trusted 
information. They used the following classification algorithm: KNN, ANN and SVM. Those methods gave 
convenient results and low values of the FPR. However, for used dataset KNN was the best classifierinput. Jiarui 
et la (2016) proposed a clustering framework to detect groups of malicious clicks, based on analyzing 
Crowdsourcing factors as the variance between normal and fraudulent traffic, the clicks which happened in a 
comparatively same time, and the denseness of clicks like click farms, where users represent a group related to a 
particular type of ad. Although this method is highly accurate, it requires a lot of time in addition to the high 
complexity. Zhang et la (2018). Used an effective type of  Neural Network (Cost-sensitive Back Propagation) 
with wrapper methods to solve the problem of click fraud with considering the cost of misclassification for 
normal publisher and fraud one. This paper presented the importance of Artificial Bee Colony algorithm to avoid 
overfitting and reduce model complexity, it also gave better results compared with other wrapper algorithms. 
They achieved high accuracy by using the minimum number of features, with acceptable fault, and Strong 
robustnesso. 
 
4. Feature preprocessing methods 
In many classification problems, input data plays a critical role in model performance, regardless of the used 
algorithm we can notice that if we use raw datasets the outcomes will be non-logic. Here feature engineering 
comes into play, to preprocess existing factors and reduce their dimensionality (Marsland 2014). The dimensions 
of variables in the dataset, influence the machine learning model because of correlated features, redundant or 
categorized sometimes (Liu 2017). So that we are looking for the most favorable features, which conform to the 
assumptions of the model, Hence, transformations are essential and affect the training process (Zheng 2018). 
Dimensionality reduction includes two types: feature selection and feature extraction, some information can be 
lost during selection process as of some of the irrelevant attributes drop from dataset. Whereas, feature extraction 
is to generate a new set of features with captures the most important information of the original feature space 
(Khalid 2014). 
Feature reduction methods require extensive calculations which lead to high complexity. However, they are 
used for some purpose, such as face recognition, speech recognition, biomedical engineering, marketing, 
wireless network, software fault detection, internet traffic prediction, etc (Ghojogh 2019). also for any 
application has  noisy, uncompleted,  relevant or redundant raw data. 
 
5. Approach 
Our object is to solve click fraud detection on advertisement using derived attributes which have a critical 
function to improve system effectiveness and avoid overfitting. Our proposed system includes three steps 
illustrated in Figure 2 the most important one is detecting related features to extract new one and drop useless 
one using dimensionality reduction algorithm. We are going to study clicks repletion opportunity which happens 
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from the same device, same operating system, and application at the same click time.The main idea is about 
finding correlation coefficient for attributes, so we will generate new features which in fact represent the 
relationship between the old one. The second step is applying a suitable classification algorithm on processed 
attributes and, the last one is detecting click fraud.  
 
6. Conclusion 
Data in real world are complex, changeable and do not hold enough information for classification. In a problem 
like click fraud we have so many correlated variables, also high-entropy features together with low-entropy ones, 
which need to preprocess to get satisfied outcomes.After surveying previous studies, we found some weaknesses 
like high false positive rates or less accuracy. However researches using reduction algorithms gave better results 
than others so it is necessary to focus on data preprocessing which represents the key to improve learning model 
results', and make it easier to understand.  
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Figure 1.Component diagram for pay per click model 
 
 
Figure 2. Architecture of proposed system 
